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                   Chapter 9: Structure of Resources
                                       
                     Articles 9.1: Structure of Resources
                                       
                                       
_9.1.a Structure of Resources
 Every person has the natural and practical right to use its equal share
of
 the available natural resources.
.
.  Reasoning. Makes sense. Resources tends to go askew over time, creating
.  ever worsening imbalances. When everyone has a right to use a share of
.  resources, everyone has something to bargain with. How else to distribute
.  economic wealth. Distributing resources challenges the user to use them,
.  distributing money does the reverse. When awarded resources, a person
.  can never "lose everything", can always start again, always has a
.  `fighting chance.' People who wish to live differently from the
.  domination of general society, face fewer obstacles. People who for
.  some reason are less able or unable to work, have something to trade
.  with. Distribution of use is a basis for maintaining distribution
.  of power, founding democracy in a firm basis in the economy. Distributed
.  resource suggests cooperative type business, rather then dictatorial.
.  Note that this is not distribution of ownership, which includes right
.  to do whatever within lawful minimums, and the right to sell. It is
.  the right to use. When sale is allowed, a person becomes a lame duck
.  after sale, and imbalances enter the system again.
.
.  One of the purposes of resources is to check them out, either in 
.  specified or unspecified amount form, and then rent the right to
.  use the land to someone else, or even the Government. This money
.  can be a basic income, or whatever. The logic not being that a
.  basic income would be a natural right, but that use of resource is a 
.  right, which happens to be convertible into money. Indirectly: the 
.  resource can be rented to a company which specializes in renting out 
.  resources to other businesses/individuals.
.
.  Detail laws such as how to exactly organize awarding of resource,
.  how to do justice, when a use right can be revoked and when not,
.  is to be defined by the Government, or by whomever adjusts the
.  constitution to local circumstance, which can of course be 
.  different between regions. Wouldn't want to make it too convoluted
.  with (even more?) arbitrary details.
                                       
                                       
    _9.1.a-1 Resources, limits
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     The Government establishes an accurate record of the total of 
natural
     resources.
.
.      Reasoning. Have to know what to distribute before you can distribute.
                                       
                                       
    _9.1.a-2 Resources, nature
     The Government establishes a percentage and/or specific parts for
     nature.
.
.      Reasoning. Need nature.
                                       
                                       
    _9.1.a-3 Resources, public
     The Government establishes a percentage and/or specific parts as
     public area.
.
.      Reasoning. Need public area, roads, public buildings, etc.
                                       
                                       
    _9.1.a-4 Resources, usage
     The Government can establish a percentage and/or specific parts as
     resource which can only be handled, or left untouched, in a way
     determined by the government.
.
.      Reasoning. When lands are effective to be used for farming, it can
.      cause long lasting problems when someone suddenly decides to build
.      a home on it. Equally, if someone has secured the right to fish
.      somewhere, that doesn't necessarily give this person the right to
.      bomb the lake for easy fishing, etc etc. Someone living on a dike,
.      does not have the right to make a hole in it (!).
                                       
                                       
    _9.1.a-5 Resources, resource bank
     The Government establishes an accounting system in which is
     recorded who owns what natural resource parts.
.
.      Reasoning. Need to know what is happening to resolve disputes.
                                       
                                       
    _9.1.a-6 Resources, rent
     Natural resources up to the total a person has a natural right to,
     is awarded for free. Whatever the persons wants to have that is
     still available in the resource bank, is awarded.
.
.      Reasoning. Choice.
                                       
                                       
        _9.1.a-6.1 Continuity usage 
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         When a resource amount becomes available for handing out by 
the
         resource bank, the continuing user of the resource has an 
amount
         of time to propose someone to the resource bank that is to be
         awarded the right to the resource.

         The waiting period is: ...[one month].

         If the continuing user is trying to obstruct the resource
         allocation process as opposed to finding an enduring and 
suitable
         resource right holder, the Government or the resource bank can 
award
         the resource right without this protection for the continuing user.
.
.          Reasoning. It matters in principle nothing to the resource-bank
.          who checks out which resources, however it may matter everything
.          to the current user. One of the problems that may occur is
.          hostile politically or privately motivated checkouts. For
.          instance someone has an estate, for which amounts of land are
.          rented to this person, say this person is owner of a successful 
.          business. The land is for instance classified as "managed nature"
.          by the Government. Now someone renting their right to the
.          estate dies, the land reappears in the bank for hand-out. Someone
.          spots the opportunity, checks their land back in and quickly
.          checks the portion of the estate. Now all kinds of problems that
.          are not productive may occur, ranging from trying to be a pain
.          for the estate owner to extorting the estate owner for an
.          extremely high rent price, just because the right-holder knows
.          the estate-owner will suffer a lot by not renting some portion.
.          Because of this rule the estate owner has a chance to play
.          several would-be renters against one another, so as to attain
.          a fair(er) price. This rule can also keep land within the same
.          family. If a family uses a portion of land, that means the land
.          can be awarded to someone proposed by the current user.
.
.          Protecting a continuing renting party against abuses from
.          a right holder, opens a hole that can be abused by the renting
.          party: the resource users can collectively hire someone who has
.          no resources checked out. This person takes the contract, then
.          voids it after one minute and checks its rights back in, then
.          the waiting period starts again. This way many resources can be
.          kept in a state of waiting without there having to be rent-payments.
.          This method can also be used as a protocol obstruction.
                                       
                                       
        _9.1.a-6.2 Continuity terms
         When the terms for renting a resource right are proposed to be
         changed by the resource right holder, the renting entity has
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         the right, after giving the resource right holder notice that it
         is not accepting the proposal and after the resource right holder
         has given notice it is not accepting that rejection, to propose a
         new willing resource right holder to the resource bank within a 
         certain time limit, which is to be accepted by the resource bank.
         If no new right holder is found, the new terms apply.

         The time limit is: ...[one month].
.
.          Reasoning. This protects, the renting party against the right
.          holding party, so that the right-holding party can not abuse
.          its leverage and demand unusually high rent. If someone starts
.          asking a higher rent because it knows the renting user can not
.          do without some resource, that is destructive leverage: `if
.          the user does not comply, he will suffer dis-proportionally.'
.          This rule also means that if someone has a lucky year in
.          crops, rent-prices can not suddenly skyrocket without the resource
.          right holder running the chance of losing the particular resource
.          to someone else. The resource user can hold this power also as
.          a punishment, even if it can't find another cheaper rent.
                                       
                                       
        _9.1.a-6.3 Continuity produce
         When a resource is used to create a product which can not be
         separated from the resource without significant economic 
damage
         and this condition could reasonably be assumed to have been 
known 
         to the resource right holder, the renting entity retains the
         ownership of the produce and access to the resource as before,
         until the produce can be collected as it would normally be
         collected, regardless of legal disputes concerning the resource.

         If the legal dispute allows finding a new resource right holder,
         see Article 9.1.a-6.1, Continuity usage, and Article 9.1.a-6.2,
         Continuity terms, the period for finding a new resource holder
         is extended for as long as the produce is attached to the 
resource,
         up to a certain maximum.

         This maximum is: ...[one year and three month's].
.
.          Reasoning. This is to protect farmers, who are not to be
.          disturbed with legalistic tricks while the crops are growing,
.          they are to be certain that the crops are theirs whatever else
.          happens. The produce growing from multi-year trees can be a
.          problem, because it can be unclear whether the produce is attached
.          to the land is the trees or the fruit. The rent-contract may
.          indicate this: one could either rent a fully grown set of trees
.          or a barren piece of land unto which the renting party plants
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.          trees. The right to the trees would naturally fall to the entity

.          having planted or bought them. However this would mean one only

.          had to plant trees to use a resource forever under unchanging

.          conditions, since "the produce is attached." For such problems

.          the maximum time is 15 month, which should leave enough time

.          for the natural cycle toward fruit, and then the possibility of

.          either moving the trees or finding a new right holder.

.

.          The article says "dispute", once a Judge has determined what

.          the status is there is no longer a "dispute," hence if the

.          Judge says the produce is to be destroyed (for instance) then that

.          is to be done. As long as there is uncertainty (or appeals

.          possible), the produce should be protected if it is impossible

.          to restore to normal once "moved." If a legal dispute ends

.          with the determination that "the produce is in the wrong location,

.          not rented by producer to begin with", then that should obviously

.          mean the produce is lost to the producer, since it wasn't

.          properly owned by producer to begin with. This article meant to

.          protect the produce during legal status changes, where it is

.          first rented properly by producer, but this status is claimed

.          to have been changed later by resource right holder.
                                       
                                       
        _9.1.a-6.4 Continuity government
         When the Government wants to change the status of a resource,
         it has to compensate the current user at least for economic 
losses,
         plus the reasonable costs of resettling into an equally economic
         profitable position, plus a reasonable average wage payment for
         the additional work done because of the Government request, 
plus
         the value of one day average wage, plus a percentage of this
         sum in damages.

         The percentage is: ..10%..
.
.          Reasoning. The Government is expected to behave well, but it
.          may be useful to set a rule so that everyone knows what "well
.          behaving" means for the Government. If the Government wants to
.          change something, for instance a crop land should become an
.          harbor, the farmer has to be compensated. It makes sense that
.          the cost is simply the cost of setting up somewhere else, or
.          setting up something equal. It makes sense that there will be
.          additional work involved for the resettling party, so that has
.          to be payed for even if it is private work, because it is
.          involuntarily. And then some damages because it was involuntarily.
.          These things should also prevent the Government (system)
.          becoming less popular when it behaves rudely to people with less
.          power on the one hand, and it prevents individuals demanding
.          extortion prices from the Government. The "one day average wage"
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.          is the only fixed quantity (times 1.1), all others might be zero,

.          therefore it is there as a payment-minimum, so that the right

.          holder always gets something regardless of all else.
                                       
                                       
    _9.1.a-7 Structure of Resources, home
     Every person can claim and is awarded the natural resources it 
uses
     for a home it lives in, removing prior claims on the same resource,
     up to the maximum it has a natural right to use.
.
.      Reasoning. Prevent parasitic land-claim rent schemes by private
.      individuals.
                                       
                                       
_9.1.b Price Maximum
 The People or in their absence the Government set a price maximum
 on resource rent.
.
.  Reasoning. The dynamic of trying to get highest resource rent from
.  companies leads to the same pressure on social working conditions
.  as private investing. The companies that abuse workers most, are
.  able to make best profits to pay highest recourse rents. The companies
.  that focus power and money are more easily persuaded, promoting
.  business dictatorships over democracies. But it is not as bad as
.  private investments with money, because the resource-rent is distributing
.  money to many people, and most will not have an interest in the
.  worsening business conditions. This may persuade not to seek highest
.  rent. Those not interested in the common good or long term personal
.  good, could be stopped by a rent maximum. One solution would be
.  to make the resource rent maximum zero, making renting out resources
.  a useless exercise. Companies could then "check resources out of
.  the resources bank" without any economic burden. Playing with the
.  height of the rent may be a useful political tool to influence the
.  economy. If rent is zero one might want to do away with the rent
.  bureaucracy. However if many people suddenly wanted to use their own
.  resources personally, it would be easier if it was known where their
.  resources are if the supply of "not explicitly checked out of the
.  resources bank" resources has been depleted, and resources have to be
.  taken away from active companies. Removing a personalized rent
.  bureaucracy means the government becomes the lending agency, and
.  the rent income would count as government income for the common
.  good. This gives the government more power over to individuals,
.  how and where they are awarded their resources. Individuals may not be
.  able in practice, to use their resources the way they want because
.  of government obstruction (corruption). If individuals own resources,
.  it is more likely that a body of fair law is created to solve
.  differences. If the government can pick and choose who gets which
.  what and why, this is more likely to breed abuse of that power.
.  When there is a rent price maximum, people who have reached the
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.  maximum stop being interested (legally) in bargaining for more.
 


